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PRESS RELEASE - FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
London, January 2019 - Lottery specialist Dennis Miller joins the ABACUS Solutions’ North American 
sales team 
 
ABACUS Solutions International Group (ABACUS) is pleased to announce it is strengthening its 
position in the Lottery industry by appointing Dennis Miller as Head of Sales for North America. 

Dennis brings thirty-four years of lottery experience working in the lottery industry both for the west 
coast lottery and lottery suppliers in leadership roles. Starting in lottery with the Oregon Lottery in 
1985 Dennis worked in a progression of roles such as Sales & Marketing, Product Management and 
Business Development. Moving to the supplier side of the business in 1993 Dennis has worked for 
major suppliers incuding Scientific Games and IGT where he had global responsibilites for Customer 
Service and Sales & Marketing. His lottery knowledge and experience will help ABACUS as it develops 
alternative solutions for lotteries. 

Simon Butler, CEO of ABACUS, said: “Dennis is a great addition to the company and will contribute 
hugely to the growth of the business”.    

About ABACUS 

Abacus – the gateway at the heart of connecting consumers, retailers and lotteries in the global 
market  

Abacus believes the future of lottery lies in integrating into the existing retailer and consumer 
infrastructures by providing a highly secure transaction gateway that enables all parties to work 
together and create mutual growth. The Abacus Fusion Platform sits at the heart of connecting 
consumers, retailers and lotteries, with the Abacus team managing integration from start to finish.  
Abacus believes in building long term relationships by working together to develop new and 
innovative solutions. By using cutting edge technology, created by forward thinking industry experts, 
the Abacus gateway enables lotteries and retailers to respond to the ever-changing consumer market 
with speed, agility, reliability and integrity.  

For more information visit: www.lotteryeverywhere.com 
 
 
 


